Senate Action (Quorum)

Bills Introduced:

S938 Kean,S Fair share housing-mun. determination REF SCU
S939 Kean,S Juv. diabetes-estab. special lic. plate REF STR
S940 Lesniak,R Surplus lines producer fees-concerns REF SCM
S941 Bateman,C Devel. disb.-clarify Med. Research Act REF SHH
S942 Ciesla,A St Police detectives-exclude from OPRA REF SSG
S943 Ciesla,A Devel disabled-concerns parking insignia REF STR
S944 Ciesla,A Sch. buses-install video cameras REF SED
S945 Bateman,C/Kean,S Loc. pub. emp.-places comp restrictions REF SCU
S946 Bateman,C MV viol. complaint-prov. time period REF STR
S947 Vitale,J/Oroho,S Catastrophic illness-concern elig. asst. REF SHH
S948 Vitale,J/Cody,R Health benf.-concerns eating disorders REF SHH
S950 Vitale,J/Cunningham,S Rape care advocates-concerns REF SJU
S951 Vitale,J/Cunningham,S Minor-concerns protective order REF SJU
S952 Vitale,J Sept. 11 Remembrance Day-desig. REF SSG
S953 Vitale,J Health insur. coverage-concerns REF SHH
S954 Vitale,J Nursing fac.-address shortage/$2M REF SHH
S955 Vitale,J Black box warnings-post on website REF SHH
S956 Vitale,J/Buono,B COBRA-extends cert. benf. REF SCM
S957 Vitale,J/Cody,R Group Home Fire Safety Act REF SHH
S958 Vitale,J Syringes w/out prescription-limit sale REF SHH
S959 Vitale,J Domestic viol. shelters-tax deduction REF SHH
S960 Vitale,J Community Health Svc. Pilot Initiative REF SHH
S961 Vitale,J Epilepsy drugs-proh. substitution REF SHH
S962 Vitale,J Medication Mgmt Outreach & Support Prog. REF SHH
S963 Vitale,J Nurse staffing standards-estab. REF SHH
S964 Vitale,J Co., mun. emp.-concern retir. benf. REF SSG
S965 Vitale,J St. contract-bidder prov. health benf. REF SSG
S966 Vitale,J Kidnapping-elim. statute of limitations REF SJU
S967 Vitale,J Charitable immunity-concerns REF SJU
S968 Beach,J Incarceration costs-charge inmates REF SLP
S969 Cunningham,S Acute care hosp.-concern prop. tax exemp REF SCU
S970 Cunningham,S Hosp. closure-certificate of need req. REF SHH
S971 Cunningham,S Lifeline Cred./Tenants Asst.-COL incr. REF SEG
S972 Allen,D Sexual assault victims-clarify exam cost REF SJU
S973 Allen,D Inheritance taxes, cert.-elim. REF SBA
S974 Allen,D Victimization of sr. cit., disab.-crime REF SJU
S975 Allen,D CDS-concerns distrib. in pub. place REF SJU
S976 Allen,D Job training courses-concerns REF SLA
S977 Allen,D Plant closings, layoffs-prenotification REF SLA
S978 Allen,D Methane gas fuel machinery-exempt. tax REF SEG
S979 Allen,D Alternative fuel veh.-free parking REF SEN
S980 Allen,D Sch. fac. proj.-concerns renovation REF SED
S981 Allen,D Media literacy-offer instruction REF SED
S982 Allen,D Taxpayer Advocate Off.-estab. REF SSG
S983 Allen,D Fed. retir. contrib.-excl. income tax REF SBA
S984 Allen,D Light rail quiet zone-concern civil liab REF STR
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S985  Allen,D  Firearms’s sale near sch. fac-incr penal   REF SLP
S986  Allen,D  Animal abuse-concerns protective orders   REF SEG
S987  Allen,D  Electric veh. charging sys.-tax exemp.   REF SEN
S988  Allen,D  Hearing aid expenses-tax cred.   REF SHH
S989  Allen,D  Child care svc.-income tax deduct.   REF SHH
S990  Allen,D  Hybrid electric mv conversion-tax exemp.   REF SEN
S991  Allen,D  Main Street NJ prog.-concerns   REF SCU
S992  Allen,D  Plant closing-suspend mortgage interest   REF SCM
S993  Allen,D  Energy conserv. patent income-tax excl.   REF SEN
S994  Allen,D  Teaching materials, cert.-tax exemp.   REF SED
S995  Allen,D  St bldgs-concerns renewable energy equip   REF SEN
S996  Allen,D  Identity theft-concerns   REF SJU
S997  Allen,D  Child pornography law-revises   REF SJU
S998  Allen,D  Emerg. svcs. peer counselor-concerns   REF SLP
S999  Allen,D  Serve process-concerns gated community   REF SLP
S1000 Allen,D  Children of fallen ff-creates lic. plate   REF SLP
S1001 Allen,D  Murderer-AG prev halfway house placement   REF SLP
S1002 Allen,D  Domestic Security Preparedness-req memb.   REF SLP
S1003 Kean,S  Kidnapping, child under 16-incr. penal.   REF SJU
S1004 Oroho,S  Highlands Region-concerns   REF SEN
S1005 Oroho,S  Highlands Water Prot Planning Act-sunset   REF SEN
S1006 Oroho,S  Highlands Water Prot. Council-concerns   REF SEN
S1007 Oroho,S  Highlands preserv. area-allow prop excl   REF SEN
S1008 Oroho,S/Kyrillos,J  Health Benf. Comm.-study finan. impact   REF SCM
S1009 Oroho,S  I-78 & I-80-proposal tolls   REF STR
S1010 Oroho,S  Black bears-permits deadly force   REF SEN
S1011 Oroho,S  Bond issuance-reg. debt. svc. pymt.    REF SBA
S1012 Oroho,S  Loc. health agency emp.-concerns   REF SSG
S1013 Oroho,S  Black bear-auth. hunting permits   REF SEN
S1014 Oroho,S  Rt. 24-dedesig. portions   REF STR
S1015 Oroho,S  Natl Guard emp-allow bus/income tax cred   REF SMV
S1016 Ciesla,A  Parking-concerns   REF STR
S1017 Kean,T/Oroho,S  St. Auditor-expands duties   REF SSG
S1018 Kean,T  Cranford Twp., flood control proj.,$5M   REF SEN
S1019 Kean,T  Sch. dist., cert.-parental orientation   REF SED
S1020 Kean,T  Urban Transit Hub Tax Cred. Act-expands   REF SEG
S1021 Kean,T  Pymts. in lieu of taxes-req. mun. accept   REF SCU
S1022 Connors,C  Off-track wagering fac.-pub hearing req.  REF SSG
S1023 Connors,C  Surviving spouse, cert.-annual paid comp   REF SMV
S1024 Connors,C  Operation Recognition-expands provisions   REF SED
S1025 Connors,C  100% Disab. Vet.-auth. lic. plate   REF STR
S1026 Connors,C  Vet. psych. treatment, cert.-bus tax cred   REF SMV
S1027 Connors,C  Aliens receiving St. money-verify status   REF SLA
S1028 Connors,C  Personal needs allowance-incr.   REF SHH
S1029 Connors,C  Home health care svcs.-elim cert of need   REF SHH
S1030 Connors,C  Dredging acct., special-estab.   REF SEN
S1031 Connors,C  Dredging proj.-concerns   REF SEN
S1032 Connors,C  Home improvement contractors-concerns   REF SCM
S1033 Connors,C  Pub. enty, tort action-punitive damage   REF SJU
S1034 Connors,C  Finan. exploitation of elderly-offense   REF SJU
S1035 Connors,C  Juv. arsonist-creates new penalty   REF SJU
S1036 Connors,C  Juv. offense w/gun-impose mand. term   REF SLP
S1037 Connors,C  Org. supporting terrorism-civil action   REF SJU
S1038 Connors,C  Sexual assault, brutal-mand. life term   REF SJU
S1039 Allen,D  Util. Sub-metering Task Force-estab.   REF SEG
S1040 Allen,D  Sch. buses-lengthens svc. life   REF SED
S1041 Allen,D  Amer Sign Language-HS graduation req.   REF SED
S1042 Allen,D  Eminent domain-concerns redev.   REF SCU
S1043 Allen,D  Mil. personnel storage fac.-tax exemp.   REF SMV
S1044 Allen,D  DHS emp. assault-upgrade penal.   REF SLP
S1045 Codsey,R/Cunningham,S  Food svc. contracts-extend wage req.   REF SLA
S1046 Codsey,R  DWI convictions-req. mand. jail time.   REF SLP
S1047 Codsey,R  Assault firearms-clarifies possession   REF SLP
S1048 Connors,C  Dredging of cert. waterways-concerns   REF SEN
S1049 Connors,C  Estate tax refund claims-concerns   REF SBA
S1050 Connors,C  MV manuf., rebates-concerns sales tax   REF STR
S1051 Connors,C  Internet Predator Investigation Fd-estab   REF SLP
S1052 Connors,C  Sales receipts-concerns acct. numbers   REF SCM
S1053 Connors,C  Sr. cit. or vet. id theft-incr. penal.   REF SLP
S1054 Connors,C  Island Beach St. Park prog-dedicate fees   REF SEN
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S1055    Connors,C    Heating Oil, Propane Reserves Task Force   REF SEN
S1056    Connors,C    Pub. contracts-concerns   REF SSG
S1057    Connors,C    Vol. tuition cred. prog.-clarify courses   REF SED
S1058    Beck,J    Devel. approval-finan. disclosure stmts.   REF SCU
S1059    Beck,J    Automated defibrillator use-immunity   REF SJU
S1060    Beck,J    Paid holidays-reduce, St/loc govt. emp.   REF SSG
S1061    Beck,J    Campaign contrib., cert.-proh.   REF SSG
S1062    Beck,J    Mun emerg mgmt coordinator-concerns appt   REF SLP
S1063    Beck,J    Prop. tax-contest, convention reform sys   REF SJU
S1064    Turner,S    Loc. govt. ethics-concerns   REF SCU
S1066    Turner,S    Parole elig. inmates, cert.-review cases   REF SLP
S1067    Turner,S    Sch. dist.-concerns emp. contracts   REF SED
S1068    Turner,S    Child custody-concerns   REF SJU
S1069    Turner,S    Luring a child and kidnapping-incr penal   REF SJU
S1070    Bucco,A    Post-Viability Prot. Act   REF SJU
S1071    Bucco,A    Positron emission tomography-insur cover   REF SCM
S1072    Bucco,A    Ovarian cancer screening-prov. coverage   REF SHH
S1073    Bucco,A    Immunizations-prov. conscientious exemp.   REF SHH
S1074    Bucco,A    Lyme disease-concerns reporting req.   REF SHH
S1075    Bucco,A    Substance abuse treatment-insur coverage   REF SHH
S1076    Bucco,A    Death penal.-restore, cert. murders   REF SJU
S1077    Bucco,A    Adoption expenses-allow tax deduction   REF SHH
S1078    Bucco,A    Small bus. sale-allow one-time tax cred.   REF SBA
S1079    Bucco,A    Child custody-concerns   REF SJU
S1080    Bucco,A    Luring a child and kidnapping-incr penal   REF SJU
S1081    Bucco,A    Devel. Disab Care Contrib Rate Appeal Bd   REF STR
S1082    Bucco,A    Osteoporosis-insur cover   REF SHH
S1083    Bucco,A    Assisted living fac.-concern admissions   REF SHH
S1084    Bucco,A    Teacher Qual. Mentoring;$12M   REF SED
S1085    Bucco,A    Homestead prop. tax prog.-elig criteria   REF SCU
S1086    Bucco,A    Teacher Qual. Mentoring;$12M   REF STR
S1087    Van Drew,J    World War II vet.-estab. lic. plates   REF STR
S1088    Van Drew,J    Teacher Qual. Mentoring;$12M   REF SED
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S1125  Van Drew,J  Dogs-proh. cruel restraint  REF SEG
S1126  Van Drew,J  Hotel occupancy fee-reduce rate  REF SCU
S1127  Van Drew,J  St. Comptroller-id budget reductions  REF SBA
S1128  Van Drew,J  Agric. tourism locations-concerns signs  REF SEG
S1129  Van Drew,J  Travel/Tourism Suppl. Rev. Fd.-estab.  REF SSG
S1130  Van Drew,J  Autism Awareness-estab. lic. plates  REF STR
S1131  Van Drew,J  Rt. 55 extension-devel., design  REF STR
S1132  Van Drew,J  Rt. 47 congestion-study to alleviate  REF STR
S1133  Van Drew,J  Honorably discharged memb.-tax deduction  REF SMV
S1134  Van Drew,J  Nat’l Guard, cert. comp-excl. income tax  REF SMV
S1135  Van Drew,J  Mil., cert. memb.-vol income tax contrib  REF SMV
S1136  Van Drew,J  Hotel/motel occupancy fee-reduces  REF SBA
S1137  Van Drew,J  St. agencies-proh. adopting cert. rules  REF SSG
S1138  Van Drew,J  Menhaden-revises lic.  REF SEN
S1139  Van Drew,J  High efficiency home heat equip.-concern  REF SEN
S1140  Van Drew,J  Fed. emp. contrib., cert-excl income tax  REF SBA
S1141  Van Drew,J  St. Auditor-revise and expand duties  REF SSG
S1142  Van Drew,J  Bicycle commuters-income tax deduct.  REF STR
S1143  Van Drew,J  Security svcs.-remove from sales tax  REF SBA
S1144  Van Drew,J  Fire dist. budgets-concerns  REF SCU
S1145  Van Drew,J  Solar and wind tech.-incentives  REF SEG
S1146  Van Drew,J  English-prov. official St. language  REF SSG
S1147  Van Drew,J  Candidate-proh. cert. gifts  REF SSG
S1148  Van Drew,J  Corp. bus. tax-deduct net operating loss  REF SBA
S1149  Van Drew,J  Nuclear power plant, trespassing-crime  REF SLP
S1150  Van Drew,J  Pub. office forfeiture-concerns  REF SJJU
S1151  Van Drew,J  Extended terms-concerns  REF SED
S1152  Van Drew,J  Water usage certifications-concerns  REF SED
S1153  Van Drew,J  Animal cruelty child present-estab. crime  REF SEG
S1154  Van Drew,J  Water usage certifications-concerns  REF SEN
S1155  Van Drew,J  Vet. notary pub. appt./renewal-exemp fee  REF SCM
S1156  Van Drew,J  Hunting, fishing lic., free-cert mil svc  REF SEN
S1157  Van Drew,J  GSP-desig. as POW-MIA memorial hwy.  REF STR
S1158  Van Drew,J  Fish and Game Council-incre. memb.  REF SEN
S1159  Van Drew,J  Guide dogs-underwriting guidelines  REF SCM
S1160  Van Drew,J  In-person wagering at casinos-permits  REF SSG
S1161  Van Drew,J  Animal hoarding-estab. offense  REF SEG
S1162  Van Drew,J  Defined Contrib. Retir. Prog.-concerns  REF SSG
S1163  Van Drew,J  Bingo games-removes lic. req.  REF SSG
S1164  Van Drew,J  Dist. ed. bd-allows cert. representation  REF SED
S1165  Van Drew,J  Political calls, unsolicited-proh.  REF SSG
S1166  Van Drew,J  Recorded telephone messages-concerns  REF SED
S1167  Van Drew,J  UEZ retailer, qual.-allows bus. cert.  REF SEG
S1168  Van Drew,J  Made With Jersey Fresh-desig baked goods  REF SEG
S1169  Van Drew,J  DEP-submit annual finan. report  REF SEN
S1170  Van Drew,J  Bow hunting-changes cert. perimeters  REF SEN
S1171  Van Drew,J  Electronic messages, cert.-estab. penal.  REF SCM
S1172  Van Drew,J  Horseshoe crabs-concerns moratorium viol  REF SEN
S1173  Van Drew,J  Customer billing practices-concerns  REF SEG
S1174  Van Drew,J  Horseshoe crab-revises moratorium  REF SEN
S1175  Van Drew,J  Teachers, Natl Bd cert-prov salary suppl  REF SED
S1176  Van Drew,J  Emerg. med. svcs.-concerns  REF SLP
S1177  Van Drew,J  Vets’ Hospital Task Force-estab.  REF SMV
S1178  Van Drew,J  Animal cruelty investigations-clarify  REF SLP
S1179  Van Drew,J  St. correction off.-retitles  REF SLP
S1180  Van Drew,J  PAAD elig.-excl. vet. entitlements  REF SHH
S1181  Van Drew,J  Animal cruelty offense-revises  REF SEG
S1182  Van Drew,J  Animal fighting laws-revises  REF SEG
S1183  Van Drew,J  Wheelchair ramps, resid.-permit req.  REF SCU
S1184  Van Drew,J  Made With Jersey Fresh-desig baked goods  REF SEG
S1185  Van Drew,J  DEP-submit annual finan. report  REF SEN
S1186  Van Drew,J  Bow hunting-changes cert. perimeters  REF SEN
S1187  Van Drew,J  Electronic messages, cert.-estab. penal.  REF SCM
S1188  Van Drew,J  Horseshoe crabs-concerns moratorium viol  REF SEN
S1189  Van Drew,J  Customer billing practices-concerns  REF SEG
S1190  Van Drew,J  Horseshoe crab-revises moratorium  REF SEN
S1191  Van Drew,J  Teachers, Natl Bd cert-prov salary suppl  REF SED
S1192  Van Drew,J  Emerg. med. svcs.-concerns  REF SLP
S1193  Van Drew,J  Vets’ Hospital Task Force-estab.  REF SMV
S1194  Van Drew,J  Animal cruelty investigations-clarify  REF SLP
S1195  Van Drew,J  St. correction off.-retitles  REF SLP
S1196  Van Drew,J  PAAD elig.-excl. vet. entitlements  REF SHH
S1197  Van Drew,J  Animal cruelty offense-revises  REF SEG
S1198  Van Drew,J  Animal fighting laws-revises  REF SEG
S1199  Van Drew,J  Wheelchair ramps, resid.-permit req.  REF SCU
S1200  Van Drew,J  Made With Jersey Fresh-desig baked goods  REF SEG
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S1197 Van Drew,J Humane societies-concerns mun. contract REF SEG
S1198 Van Drew,J Real Prop Revaluation Review Comm-create REF SCU
S1199 Van Drew,J Work First NJ recipients-community svc. REF SHH
S1200 Van Drew,J Unsolicited checks, cert.-proh. REF SCM
SCR51 Connors,C Amer. flag desecration-Cong. proh. REF SSG
SCR52 Connors,C America Cares prog-President/Cong. estab REF SHH
SCR53 Connors,C St. govt. operating expenses-concerns REF SBA
SCR54 Kean,T St. appropr. bill-concerns final passage REF SBA
SCR55 Oroho,S/Bateman,C Vol fire fighter/first aid-prop tax cred REF SCU
SCR56 Allen,D Prop. tax relief-concerns REF SBA
SCR57 Allen,D Dedicated St.-rev.-proh. diversion REF SBA
SCR58 Van Drew,J Vets., surviving spouse-homestead rebate REF SCU
SCR59 Van Drew,J Rev. fds., surplus-create REF SBA
SCR60 Van Drew,J Consumer Price Index, Elderly Consumers REF SHH
SCR61 Van Drew,J+1 Tenth Amendment, US Constit.-concerns REF SSG
SCR62 Allen,D Statutes-Loc. Mandate Council examine REF SCU
SCR63 Allen,D Eminent domain-limit exercise REF SBA
SCR64 Vitale,J Cancer Clinical Trials Act-Cong. enact REF SHH
SCR65 Turner,S St. const., convention-prop. tax reform REF SBU
SCR66 Bucco,A St. budget-amends constit. REF SBA
SJR18 Van Drew,J Rare Disease Awareness Day-desig Feb. 28 REF SHH
SJR19 Connors,C Chiari Malformation-Syringomyelia Mo. REF SHH
SJR20 Vitale,J Children's Dental Health Mo.-desig. Feb. REF SHH
SJR21 Vitale,J Deep-Vein Thrombosis Awareness Mo.-March REF SHH
SJR22 Vitale,J ALS Awareness Mo.-desig. May REF SHH
SR25 Connors,C St. cemeteries-mil spouse plot allowances REF SMV
SR26 Cunningham,S/Codey,R Taxi cab fares-sr. cit. discount prog. REF STR
SR27 Van Drew,J Amer Kennel Club Canine Good Cyl prog REF SEG
SR28 Van Drew,J Vet. regional med. ctr.-estab. REF SMV
SR29 Beck,J Freehold Boro post off.-cont. operation REF SSG

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

S82 Rice,R/Van Drew,J Mun Land Use Law-mod application process REP
S122 Connors,C/Van Drew,J+1 Rental asst.-concerns REP
S125 Sca (1R) Connors,C/Van Drew,J Alzheimer's Disease Study Comm.-estab. REP/SCA
S189/410 Scs (SCS) Scutari,N Bump key-estab. penal. for use REP/SCS
S225 Kean,S/Kyriotes,J Chosin Few Memor. Hwy.-desig. Rt. 35 REP
S227 Kean,S Planning, zoning bd. memb.-training REP
S369 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L/Gordon,R Hosp. bd. of trustees-concerns REP/SCA
S501 Girgenti,J+2 Emerg. mgt. dept.-expands auth. REP
S515 Weinberg,L/Whelan,J Physicians continuing ed.-concerns REP
S572 Beach,J/Girgenti,J Undersherriffs-concerns duties REP
S665 Sca (1R) Buono,B/Vitale,J+4 Medicaid home demo. proj.-estab. REP/SCA
S733 Sacco,N/Ciesla,A Airport Safety Fd.-concerns expenditures REP
S768 Scs (SCS) Sweeney,S/Stack,B+6 Wine-concerns direct shipping REP/SCS
S785 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Baroni,B+1 Organ donations-gross income tax deduc. REP/SCA
S795 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Sweeney,S+3 So. Jersey Vietnam Vet. Hwy.-desig. Rt47 REP/SCA
S895 Gill,N/Sarlo,P Shareholder actions, cert.-concerns REP
S911 Sca (1R) Girgenti,J Assault on health care prof.-penal. REP/SCA
S936 Sca (1R) Cardinale,G/Sarlo,P Consumer complaints, cert.-concerns REP/SCA

Bills Combined:

S410 Haines,P Lock picking tools-concerns COMB/W S189 (SCS)

Bills Referred/SBA:

S665 Sca (1R) Buono,B/Vitale,J+4 Medicaid home demo. proj.-estab.
S785 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Baroni,B+1 Organ donations-gross income tax deduct.

Co-Sponsors Added:

S122 (Haines,P) Rental asst.-concerns
S355 (Oroho,S) Affordable housing-concerns cert. fees
S357 (Oroho,S) MVC-incr. cert. fees
S533 (Baroni,B) Jessica Lunsford Act-harborimg sex off.
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

S768 (Beach,J) Prop. tax info.-concerns confidentiality
S785 Sca (1R) (Kean,S) Organ donations-gross income tax deduct.
S1089 (Oroho,S) Immunizations-prov. conscientious exemp.
S1181 (Oroho,S) Bow hunting-changes cert. perimeters
SCR61 (Oroho,S) Tenth Amendment, US Constit.-concerns

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S82 (Van Drew,J) Mun Land Use Law-mod application process
S733 (Ciesla,A) Airport Safety Fd.-concerns expenditures
S895 (Sarlo,P) Shareholder actions, cert.-concerns

The Senate President has made the following appointments:

*Effective February 4, 2010

State Capital Joint Management Commission:

Andrew D. Hendry, of Lawrenceville.
Jim Harkness, of Stockton.

The Senate adjourned at 5:45 P.M. to meet again on Monday, February 8, 2010 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “3” and “4” scheduled to meet).

ASSEMBLY ACTION

The Assembly did not meet. The Assembly will meet on Monday, February 8, 2010 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “A” and “B” scheduled to meet).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

None

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (2/1/2010):

None